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Empowering you
to take control
KK SCADA ensures easy access to data and seamless
integration across systems and turbine types to
enable turbine optimisation.
KK Wind Solutions’ 4th generation SCADA system raises the bar for
the capabilities of a modern wind farm management system.
Based on decades of experience and designed specifically for wind
turbines, KK SCADA solves many of the challenges faced by wind
turbine owners with traditional SCADA systems – from remotely
resetting alarms to gaining detailed data on turbine performance.
Our solution integrates seamlessly with existing technology across
platforms and systems to enable effective, preventive service,
minimise the risk of unexpected failures and support in-depth root
cause analysis.

A tailored solution to match your needs
No two wind parks are the same, and KK SCADA can be tailored
to match your turbines and need for data: From key maintenance
figures for service technicians to detailed insights into algorithm
performance and intuitive overviews of power production for owners.
A user-centric Level 1 system, KK SCADA is built on open platforms
with standard interfaces. This ensures full flexibility and openness
independently from the OEM – empowering you to take control of
your wind assets to lower operational costs and maximise output.

Key benefits
Easy access to all
turbine data, including
high-resolution data
Fully customisable
interface to match user
groups and devices
Open platform allowing
you to develop and
add your own software
modules
Seamless integration
with other systems,
including level 2
SCADA systems

Key functionalities

•	Remote reset of alarms
•	Event-triggered highresolution turbine data
•	Customised reports
directly to your inbox
•	Adaptable interfaces to
match individual users
Easy data access
KK SCADA ensures a reliable incoming
flow and presentation of requested data,
giving you invaluable insight to optimise
performance. This includes

•	IEC 61400-26-1
standard availability
presentations
• 	Downtime analysis tool

·	A comprehensive database management system
·	An interface with detailed operations report, service &
maintenance reports
·	Powerful analytical graphs, tables and tools
·	High-resolution turbine data triggered by events, available
with a frequency of 100 Hz (10 ms sample time) with a
compatible controller
·	Automatic transfer of data around alarms as well as extract data
on request.

Unique flexibility
The KK SCADA framework includes a large number of modules,
each highly configurable to fit the needs of each target group in
your organisation. Our web-based user interface allows the user to
access the individual setup from any web-enabled device, including
· Desktop computers in a control and surveillance centre
· Laptop or tablet in the hands of a service technician on site
· Smartphone for quick overview of production data.

Open system
To provide maximum flexibility and openness, KK SCADA is based
on an open platform with standard interfaces, allowing for easy
system extensions. Interfaces are driven by standard bodies as well
as de facto standards predominant in the internet communities.
Extensions can be developed by KK Wind Solutions, in a partnership
or entirely by the customer.

Seamless integration
Having supplied SCADA systems across multiple manufacturers and
technology platforms, our user-centric solution works seamlessly
across wind turbine variants and independently of the turbine
manufacturer. This ensures that turbine variants can be handled in a
uniform and intuitive way, supporting easy transfer of data from the
individual turbine to an existing level 2 SCADA system.
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About us
Building on more than 35 years of
experience in electrical systems
for wind, KK Wind Solutions’
capabilities span development of
state-of-the-art technologies, high
quality lean manufacturing, costefficient supply chain solutions
and flexible service of turbines.
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